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Abstract

This study investigates the sensitivity of the dynamics of the equatorial ocean to the

parameterization of vertical mixing and focuses on the circulation in the meridional

vertical plane driven by easterly winds: the Yoshida jet. A new high resolution,

numerical model of a zonally independent, equatorial channel helps explore this ques

tion and includes three parameterizations, all of which increase mixing for decreasing

Richardson numbers. It compares the smooth increase of eddy coefficients tradition

ally used in general circulation models, the dramatic increase of the eddy coefficients

for small Richardson numbers recently observed in the equatorial Pacific, and a com

bination of a mixing mechanism based on the diagnostic adjustment of the water

column to noncritical Richardson numbers and of a bulk mixed-layer model.

The main numerical result is that the meridional and vertical velocity fields in

the surface layer are very sensitive to the strength of mixing implied by the differ

ent parameterizations. For the smooth Richardson number dependence of the eddy

coefficients. equatorial upwelling due to easterly winds reaches the surface. The dra

matically increasing eddy coefficients for small Richardson numbers yield reduced

equatorial upwelling rates in the surface layer. The diagnostic adjustment of the

Richardson number shows downwelling in response to easterly winds!

A simple model explains the wind drift at the equator in the presence of a merid

ional density gradient and reproduces this reversal of the meridional and vertical flows.

The density gradient causes a vertically dependent pressure gradient force which is

partially balanced by the meridional component of the Coriolis force, indicating that
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the zonal flow and the density are nearly in geostrophic balance. The residual of this

balance determines the sign of the meridional shear and depends critically on the size

of the eddy coefficient. A critical value at which the residual and the vertical velocity

change signs is of the order of 1O-:Jm 2,, - I . This value is of the same order as measured

in the surface equatorial Pacific and used in general circulation models. The ph~.'C'ir"

of the reversal of the meridional circulation are so basic it is likely they are active in

the ocean and three dimensional circulation models.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Oceanic motions occupy a wide range of scales, from climate time scales and from the

majestic oceanic gyres to three dimensional turbulence. This wide spectrum contains

very different dynamical regimes and can not be resolved simultaneously with current

computational resources. Therefore, the spectral window that can be considered is

limited and the effects of scales and processes not resolved are parameterized in terms

of known quantities. Thus the effects of these processes are either prescribed, or are

hypothesized to depend on the dynamics of the resolved motion.

Here w~ focus on the parameterization of vertical mixing. We thereby param

eterize the effect of three dimensional turbulence and internal waves. During the

Tropic-Heat experiments in the tropical equatorial Pacific, microstructure measure

ments were taken which suggest a modification of the currently used parameterization

of vertical mixing (Peters et al. 1988, Garwood et al. 1989, Schudlich and Price 1992).

Therefore the question of the sensitivity of the equatorial dynamics to the parameter

ization of vertical mixing arises. In this study, we focus on the interplay of the vertical

mixing parameterization and of the dynamics of a zonally independent channel on the

equatorial beta plane. We look at a set of simple equatorial dynamics to investigate

what qualitative changes can occur due to the use of different parameterizations.

In large scale numerical models the parameterization of vertical mixing in the
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surface region follows two different approaches: the use of eddy exchange coefficients

and the development of bulk mixed-layer models. The first approach parameterizes

vertical mixing in analogy to the molecular viscosity and diffusivity. Mixing due to

internal waves and turbulence is assumed to be a function of vertical gradients of

momentum, salt and temperature, where the proportionality factors are the eddy

exchange coefficients. Since a mean shear usually enhances and a stable density

stratification suppresses mixing, these coefficients are assumed to be a function of the

gradient Richardson number of the flow. Alternatively, in the surface mixed layer,

the vertical turbulent flux is assumed to be a linear function of depth, and the depth

of this mixed layer is determined from the turbulent kinetic energy balance.

1.1 Eddy Coefficients

McCreary (1981) investigated a linear model of the equatorial ocean, and parameter

ized the vertical eddy coefficient as a function of the Brunt-Vaisala frequency. The

particular functional form he chose allows all analytical solution. The dynamics of a

single vertical mode are quite sensitive to the strength of the mixing. Low vertical

mode waves are damped less and establish a Sverdrup balance by reflecting off the

boundaries of the ocean. Higher vertical mode waves are damped out before reaching

the boundaries and can not establish a Sverdrup balance.

Munk and Anderson (1948) considered the enhancement of mixing by velocity

shear and the damping caused by stable stratification, the combined action of which is

described by the Richardson number. Munk and Anderson (1948) assumed a smooth

dependence of the eddy coefficients on the Richardson number, ranging from weak

mixing at large Richardson numbers to strong mixing at low Richardson numbers.

Pacanowski and Philander (1981) modified this dependence to best fit the equa-
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torial current shear ina general circulation model of the equatorial ocean. They

investigated different shapes of the dependencies of eddy coefficients on t he Richard

son number. and focused on the sensitivity of key equatorial parameters. such as the

equatorial zonal shear. but not of the meridional structures.

Recent observations obtained in the equatorial Pacific show that strong turbulent

dissipation and fluxes extend well into the stratified layer between the surface mixed

layer and the Equatorial Undercurrent core, and have a pronounced diurnal signal

with larger levels of dissipation at night (Gregg et al. 198.5, Peters et a1. 1988, Peters et

al. 1989, Mourn et al. 1989). These observations led Peters et al. (1988) to propose a

modification of Pacanowski and Philander's (1981) dependence of the eddy exchange

coefficients on the Richardson number. For subcritical Richardson numbers, eddy

viscosities and diffusivities are approximately an order of magnitude smaller than

Pacanowski and Philander's (1981). Close to the critical Richardson number of 0.25,

eddy coefficients increase very steeply and surpass the values suggested by Pacanowski

and Philander (1981).

Garwood et al. (1989) and Schuc1lich and Price ( 19~):2) proposed a one-dimensional

model in which the turbulent fluxes and dissipation rates in the region below the

mixed layer are obtained by requiring dynamic stability (subcritical Richardson num

ber) of the water column. This mechanism was used in mid-latitude to improve the

performance of bulk mixed-layer models (Price et al. 1978). Its application at the

equator with prescribed vertical velocities reproduced the order, penetration depth

and phase of the turbulent fluxes and dissipation. Conceptually, Garwood et al.

( 1989) and Schudlich and Price (1992) employ eddy coefficients which vanish for non

critical Richardson numbers and which, for smaller than critical Richardson numbers,

are just large enough to adjust the profiles to critical Richardson number.



1.2 Bulk Mixed-Layer Models

The homogeneous oceanic surface layer can be descri bed by bulk mixed-layer models

(Kraus and Turner 1967, Niiler and Kraus 1977). In these the surface mixed layer is

assumed to be homogeneous and turbulent fluxes are therefore a linear function of the

vertical coordinate. The depth of this layer and the fluxes at its base are obtained from

the layer-averaged turbulent kinetic energy equation. A simple example considers

the balance of the flux of t.urbu.lent kinetic energy due to the wind and the change of

potential energy of the water column. The equilibrium solution for the mixed-layer

depth for surface heating or rain scales by the Monin-Obukhov depth (Obukhov

1971), for which the wind induced surface flux of turbulent kinetic energy balances

the increase of potential energy due to the homogenization of the surface buoyancy

flux over the mixed layer. Schneider and Miiller (1990) described the mixed layer

and its diurnal cycle in the central Pacific and found a significant correlation between

the Monin-Obukhov scaling and the diurnal mean mixed-layer depth. This indicates

that for the upper mixed-layer in the tropical ocean, bulk mixed-layer physics are

relevant.

There have been numerous investigations of the extension of bulk mixed-layer dy

namics to include lateral dependence. DeSzoeke (1980) extended the one-dimensional

Kraus and Turner (1967) mixed-Iayer model to include the effects of Ekman pump

ing and lateral advection. He noted that a steady mixed-layer depth can be achieved

only for an upwelling regime, since then the deeping due to entrainment can be bal

anced by vertical advection. In regions of upwelling, the mixed-layer temperature is

reduced by the entrainment of cold water from below. Advection in a surface conver

gence region enhances lateral gradients by squeezing an initial temperature difference

into a smaller lateral distance. Another insight from DeSzoeke (1981) which was not
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explicitly presented, is the qualitative difference between advection in the direction of

an initial temperature gradient and advection against the temperature gradient. The

heat flux due to advection against the temperature gradient acts to increase the tem

perature. In an entrainment situation. a steady mixed-layer temperature response is

possible due to the balance of the advective heat gain and the entrainment cooling.

Advection in the direction of the temperature gradient acts to cool the mixed layer

and t herr-lore can not balance the entrainment heat flux.

In t he same year Hughes (1980) considered a Kraus and Turner (1967) type mixed

layer in a zonally independent equatorial ocean in an upwelling situation. Advective

terms were neglected, and only the steady response was considered by assuming a

Rayleigh friction. The surface heat flux had the form of a linear relaxation as in

Haney (UH1). He noted that the meridional scale depends on this friction parameter

and the depth of the mixed layer as discussed by Leetmaa et al. (1981).

Muller and Ross (1987) compared a reduced gravity model with Rayleigh friction

and Newtonian cooling, Hughes's (1980) inclusion of a bulk mixed layer, and a new

model including advection hy a prescribed meridional and vertical velocity field, all

of which were set in a zonally independent ocean. All three models produced low

equatorial sea surface temperatures and small equatorial mixed-layer depths, but

displayed different sensitivities to changes in the atmospheric forcing. Also, both

the meridional advection and Haney's (1971) surface heat flux allowed a continuous

transition between the steady state Kraus and Turner (1967) mixed layer without

upwelling (Monin-Obukhov depth) and with upwelling (half of the Monirr-Obukhov

depth ).

\Iiilll'r et al. (1984) investigated the response of a mixed layer to prescribed up

welling and surface heat flux. The depth over which the surface fluxes are distributed

is increased by the presence of a periodic up-- and downwelling, since the waters from
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larger depth are periodically brought into the mixed layer. The combined action of

annual periodic upwelling and surface heat fluxes can enhance or decrease mixing

depending on the relative phase of these forcings.

General circulation models have been equipped with bulk mixed-layer models as

well. Schopf and Cane (HJ8:3) and Schopf and Harrison (198:3) developed 2~ layer

models. where bulk mixed-layer dynamics govern the exchange of properties between

the layers. The layer approach implies some arbitrariness since the vertical den

sity structure left behind by a shallowing mixed layer has to be distributed over the

discrete densities of the layer tormulation. Nevertheless, Schopf and Cane (1983)

and Schopf and Harrison (198:3) found that the inclusion of the mixed-layer dynam

ics drastically altered the response of the equatorial ocean to surface forcing. The

entrainment allowed for a transfer of energy from higher to lower vertical modes.

Adamec et al. (1981) embedded a bulk mixed layer into a mid-latitude circulation

model and simulated the response of the upper ocean to a hurricane.

Recently, McCreary and Yu (1992) investigated the dynamics of a 2~ layer model

of the equatorial ocean. The active layers exchanged mass, which enabled the den

sity in the upper layer to vary horizontally. They found three instability mechanism

are active in the model, one of which explicitly depends on the variable upper layer

density. The peaks and shapes of resulting velocity spectra were very sensitive to the

changes of model parameters.

1.3 Sensitivity of the Equatorial Dynamics

There have been numerous investigations of various aspects of the effect of the mixing

parameterization on the equatorial dynamics.

The tropic heat experiments indicate that there is significant mixing underneath
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the quasi-homogeneous surface layer, which it bulk mixed-layer model alone is un

able to reproduce. They suggest both the eddy coefficients dependence on the gra

dient Richardson number of Peters ot al. (1988) and the diagnostic adjustment of

the Richardson number (Garwood et al. 1989, Schudlich and Price 1992). The recent

literature (Wijesekera et al. 1991, Hebert et al. 1991) suggest that internal waves play

an imparl ant role in the vertical distribution of surface fluxes. However, this process

has not yet been parameterized: its potential effect on the large scale circulation can

only be investigated by the use of the above mentioned parameterizations.

Thus there are different parameterizat.ions available for the tropical ocean: the

Richardson number dependent eddy coefficients of Pacanowski and Philander (1981)

or of Peters et al. (1988), the diagnostic adjustment of the Richardson number and

the Kraus and Turner (1967) bulk mixed layer. Naturally, the sensitivity of the

equatorial dynamics to these parameterizations has to be explored. In this study,

we ask if there are qualitative differences in the dynamics of the equatorial circula

tion if different parameterizations are active. As the simple example of a dynamical

framework we look at a zonally independent equatorial channel and incorporate these

parameterizations into a numerical model of this channel.

Next. the numerical model developed is described in detail and then the sensi

tivity of the flow and density field to the mixing parameterization are investigated.

We find that the zonal velocity and density field are in geostrophic balance and are

strongly influenced by the gravitational overturning due to the poleward advection

of dense equatorially upwelled waters over less dense wa.ters. The meridiona.l velocity

field in the surface layer is very sensitive to the parameterization, since it is deter

mined by the residual of the geostrophic balance. It can take either sign depending

on the strength of the mixing. This finding is further quantified by an extension of



the Stonunel (1960) model to include the effect of a meridional density gradient. This

reversal of the meridional velocity implies that easterly winds can cause equatorial

downwelling near the surface.
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Chapter 2

Model Description

2.1 The Dynamics

This study investigates the sensitivity of the circulation in an equatorial channel,

bounded by a flat bottom at the depth z = -D and by vertical walls at the latitudes

y = ±yB, to the parameterization of vertical mixing. To isolate the meridional circu

lation and to simplify the physics, the zonal dependence is neglected. To appreciate

the terms neglected, and to help in the understanding of the equations considered, we

present first the three dimensional physics, and then discuss the zonally independent

physics.

2.1.1 Three Dimensional Ocean

The equations for the hydrostatic, rigid lid, Boussinesq, equatorial beta plane (e.g.

Moore and Philander 1977) in the prognostic variables of zonal and meridional veloc

ities II = Ill. V = U2 and of total density pare

Otlle, + lliOiUcx - tcx",pyu-y + p;;I(]cxp + gOcxTJ = p;;lozTcx + o-y(Aho-yucx) (2.1)

atp + tliOiP = -ozB + o,:r(Ahocxp) (2.2)

For momentum we consider inertia, the Coriolis force, the pressure gradient force

due to the gradients of the surface elevation TJ and the baroclinic pressure p, the

9



vertical divergence of turbulent stress (TIl Ty ) and a term parameterizing horizontal

mixing. We employ the summation convention, where Arabic indices denote the

zonal, meridional and vertical coordinate, and greek letters represent the zonal and

meridiana! directions. The density balance involves local rate of change, advective flux

divergence, vertical divergence of turbulent density flux B, and a horizontal exchange

parameterization.

These prognostic equations are supplemented by diagnostic relations for the pres-

sure and vertical velocity LV = tl3. The baroclinic pressure is given by the integration

of the hydrostatic balance from the surface downward. In the absence of atmospheric

pressure forcing we have

p = 9 1° dz'p (2.3)

Integrating the incompressibility condition from the flat bottom at the depth z = -D

upward we obtain

tv = - r dz'oQtlQJ-D
The surface elevation 7/ is obtained from the boundary condition

(2.4)

This free surface condition supports barotropic surface gravity waves and short Rossby

waves. whose large phase speeds require small time steps in a numerical solution.

Therefore. it is desirable to filter out these waves by considering the limit of the rigid

lid approximation, implying that the adjustment of the sea surface is instantaneous.

In this limit the vertical velocity at the surface vanishes

tv = 0 at z = 0,

and therefore equation (:2.4) shows that the transport is horizontally non divergent.

This constraint is used to solve the system in either of two ways: by solving for

10



the Laplacian of the sea surface pressure. which is proportional to ,:;:' ..;po, surface

elevation. or by considering the transport and shear flows separately (Bryan 1969).

The horizontal divergence of the vertical integral from the surface to the bottom

of the momentum equations (2.1) yields a diagnostic equation for the Laplacian of

the surface elevation in terms of the prognostic variables. This Poisson equation can

be solved by specifying at the boundary either the sea surface elevation or its normal

derivative. However. this is far from trivial, since the boundary conditions of the sea

sUlfaLl: pressure are generally not knowr.,

Since we look at the effect of parameterization schemes of vertical mixing, it is

more insightful to consider vertical mean (indicated by an overbar) and shear flow

(indicated by a prime) of the horizontal velocity components separately. Then the

dependence on the sea surface elevation can be cast in terms of the transport stream

function. which has constant values at solid boundaries. We define

(2..5)

where

;

0
- -1 I
'tt", = D dz'ttL>'

-D

The non-divergence of the transport implies the existence of a transport stream-

function et>

(2.6)

At the closed, lateral boundaries, the transport stream-function is a constant. The

vorticity equation governs the time evolution of the stream-function

(2.7)
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The left hand side shows the rate of change of the potential vorticity following the

fluid motion of the potential vorticity, with J(a, h) = oxa Dyb - oya [}J.h being the

.Iacobian. The right hand side is the Ekman pumping at the surface and at the

bottom Ekman layer, the change of potential vorticity due to the interaction with the

shear flow and the horizontal mixing processes.

The difference of the vertically averaged and the total momentum equation (2.1)

yields the momentum balance of the shear How. For convenience and later use, we

write the advective terms in flux form.

3 I + -1 ( ;.) D -) -1"1 -I D- 1 1° + A aa I- tc~-,I !J1L..y Po UetP - etP = Po UzTet - Po Tet -D h -y -yU Ci
(2.8)

The vertical average of the vertical advective flux divergence vanishes due to the

boundary conditions of vertical velocity at the surface and at the bottom. The vertical

velocity is split into a part associated with the transport. which vanishes due to the

rigid lid approximation and it part w' associated with the divergence of the shear flow.

I j I 'f) IW = - c::: oIl.)
-D t,

The density equation in terms of the new velocity components is

(2.9)

(2.10)

The system of prognostic equations (2.7), (2.8), (2.10), and of diagnostic relations

(2.;3) and (2.9) is independent of the sea surface elevation, at the expense of the new

unknown variable for the transport stream-function <P.
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2.1.2 Zonally Independent Ocean

A simple, conceptual model of the equatorial circulation consists of the trade winds

driving an equatorially divergent Ekman flow and causing equatorial upwelling. Be

neath the directly wind-driven boundary-layer the zonal pressure gradient set up by

the Sverdrup transports drives a geostrophic flow towards the equator (Fig. 1).

A simple prototype of this meridional overturning cell is the circulation In a

zonally independent equatorial channel driven by zonal winds. Therefore we use this

geometry for the investigation of the sensitivity of the equatorial dynamics to the

parameterization of vertical mixing. However, the expected meridional overturning

in conjunction with vertical mixing will, over time, homogenize the water column;

the supply of subtropical waters at depth has to be parameterized. This is done

by a sponge layer close to the polar walls in which the density field relaxes to an

idealized climatological profile, and the velocity field relaxes to zero through the use

of Rayleigh friction in the momentum equation and Newtonian cooling in the density

equation. The coefficient of relaxation, H(y), vanishes in the interior of the channel

and is nonzero close to the boundary.

For the zonally independent ocean, the definition of the stream-function (2.6)

implies that the meridional transport is zero everywhere, v = O. Therefore, the

flow can not adjust to the Sverdrup balance. Instead, the transport stream-function

responds locally to the vorticity input by the meridional gradient of the zonal wind

stress and by the shear currents, and to the destruction of vorticity by lateral mixing.

The zonal transport responds to the forcing by the local wind, by the shear currents

and by the horizontal eddy exchange

(2.11)

The transports depend on the parameterization of vertical mixing only through the
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vertical average of the ad vect.ive flux divergence of the shear flow. To avoid clouding

the issue of sensitivi ty of t he flows to the parameterization, we neglect the interaction

of the transports and the shear flows by setting

u= o. (2.12)

However, the sensitivity of the interaction of the shear flow and the transports is

retained by plotting the acceleration of the transports, where we choose to represent

this force by a sea surface slope axIl = g-1 0 t11.

For the shear flows in the zonally independent ocean, we neglect in equations

(2.8) the zonal pressure graclients and the zonal divergencies of the advective and

eddy fluxes. and in equation (2.9) the zonal divergence of the flow.

cs .» ~)' s tr: +~) ,o.u + UyUU-Uyvu o.uu:

(2.13)

l.) , + ::l " '.) -,-., +,:) I ,
o.» uyn u - (/yV V UzI' IV

(2.14 )

The density equation

(2.15)

is coupled to the shear flow only.

The assumptions of zonal independence and vanishing zonal transports introduce

the depth-independent body force -D-1Txl~D in the zonal momentum equation,

which acts like a zonal pressure gradient in the ocean. At the equator it forces a

deep flow against the wind, and away from the equator it produces a deep meridional

transport. which compensates the surface Ekman transports.

15



The depth-independent body force in the zonally independent ocean and the

zonal pressure gradient in a three dimensional model play the same role, but have

a very different vertical dependence (Fig. 2). The zonal pressure gradient force is

trapped to t he surface of the ocean, which implies that the equatorial undercurrent is

located in the upper region of the ocean, and that the geostrophic inflow to the equator

occurs in the upper 200 m of the water column. For the body force, the dynamical

equivalent or the equatorial undercurrent and of the geostrophic flow towards the

equator are too deep and their speed is too small.

At. the poleward walls of the equatorial channel, the meridional velocities, the

meridional fluxes, and the eddy fluxes vanish. We further assume, that the turbulent

fluxes at the bottom of the channel are zero as well.

2.2 The Difference Equations

We calculate the solution of the finite difference analog to our system. We denote the

finite difference approximations to the variables by upper case letters. As indicate in

the previous section, we assume that the transports vanish at all times. However, we

continue to distinguish between the total zonal transport V, the zonal shear flow V'

and the zonal transport U, since the numerical code can handle a prognostic zonal

transport as well.

2.2.1 Spatial Differencing

In the meridional direction we use the projection of the Mesinger and Arakawa (1976)

(,-grid onto the meridional vertical plane. This implies that the zonal velocities U

and perturbation density p are evaluated at the same latitude, while the meridional

16
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velocities are evaluated half way between U points (Fig. :3). The grid is implemented

such that U and p points coincide with the equator and V points coincide with the

poleward boundaries. All prognostic variables are evaluated at the same vertical

levels.

For the C grid on a beta plane, care has to be taken in the formulation of the

Coriolis force. Since U and V are evaluated at different positions, the global energy

balance is satisfied by evaluating the Coriolis parameter at latitudes of U.

In writing down the finite difference equations, we denote the meridional grid

count by the index i and the vertical grid points by the index j. The staggered grid

is indicated by the use of the index i + 1/2 for V point in between U points at i and

i + 1. The indices i ; j increase northward and downward, respectively. Turbulent

fluxes at the surface are indicated by a subscript j = O.

The finite difference approximation of the zonal component of equation (2.8) is

-If) -ID- I - H(' )[1'Po :Tx i,j - Po 'x ..o - Yi 'i,j'

( '1 [:' ) .. + (UI')i+I/2,j-(uuL-I/2,j ( UWli,j-l/2-(uwkj+I/2
oi: <,J t:..y + ~z

, 'T/ + ,."J li+I/2,j li_l/2.j
J II'

, ,J' :2 (2.16)

The advective terms are written in flux forms so that integral quantities are

conserved automatically. The meridional fluxes of zonal momentum consist of the

advective and horizontal eddy fluxes. They are obtained by calculating the adveetive

fluxes, and then correcting these to have vanishing vertical mean, and adding the

eddy fluxes.

u··+u ., )* <,J ,+1,)
\ uo i+I/2,j = :2

V' / . + ,) V' / . + V' / .I-I 2,) ~ ,+ I 2,) ,+3 2,)

4
N [T! U'

() ( ) ~ V-I "()* A 'i+i,j - i,j
ltV i+I/2,j = ltV i+I/2,j - 1 L.. UV i+l/2,j' - h ~ .

)'=1 Y
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The linite difference' approximnt ion Ill' tlu- meridional momentum equation (2.8)

IS

.II,{I!,) -/- YI'_I,I!,,/,)
-/- 1"1 -----.--..- ... /- ( I

.)

N

-- ,y-I L)(i)"I»);+I/~,)
.1=1

-I,) -1/)-1 II( )'/::: Po ci.r, l'f-I/,!,) .-- Po T!, i·'·1/2,1l .-. lIi+1/2 fi+1/2 ..i (2. UJ)
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(

\ 'f 1")2
'I _.i:1/2:.:'."~'2'i+I/'2..i( t·- )" , :::

1,.1

,\'
'J 'J I "-" .\11+.1/2",' - ~~-I 1'2,,1'

(t''');,} ::: (I'.);,.i-.rv- L. (1'·);,/'- :1"
/:::1 ~.II

The vortical lluxo« arr: givc'll by

IV' II r \ r + \11
, 1,,11-1/2 -I- ., 1~:I"d·I/'2 . _/1+1/,~,} "+I/'2,J+1

(vW)'+II'2.J+1 /2::::! 2
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Since the vertical velocity vanishes for a locally homogeneous meridional velocity

field, the advective terms can not generate artificial flux divergences.

The density equation (2.2) is discretized as

(VPli+I/2,j - (VP)i-I/2,j (Wp)i,j-l/2 - (WP)i,j+I/2
(dtP)i,j+ +

~y ~z

The meridional fluxes are

(2.22)

() v, Pi,j + pi+1,j
up ;+1/2,j = ;+1/2,j' 2 A

Pi+1/2,j - Pi,j
h fJ.y . (2.23)

The form of the vertical fluxes matching this discretization is

() vV' . . Pi,j +Pi,j+!
wp i,j+I/2 = I,J+1/2 2 (2.24)

Finally, we have to discretize the diagnostic relations for the vertical velocity

(2.4), baroclinic pressure and acceleration of the zonal transports.

The vertical velocity is iterated from the bottom upwards

fJ.~

vF'· / = W'· / - --=-(V' / . - V' / .)1.)-1 }. 1,)+I}' fJ.y 1+1 2,) .-1 2,J (2.25)

The vertical velocity at the bottom vanishes. Since the vertical average of V'

vanishes. the surface vertical velocity vanishes as well.

The baroclinic pressure gradient is obtained by integrating the density gradient

from the surface downwards.

(fJ P) (fJ P) + 9 A Pi+l,j - Pi,j
y i-H/2,] = y i+1/2,j-l -uZ A .

po uy
(2.26)

Please note that the pressure P represents only the baroclinic component (the part

of the perturbation pressure caused by the density stratification), which vanishes at

the sea surface.
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Fin.i'Iv. the mean zonal transport is obtained from

(fJ [T).+ (VTI);tl/2 - (VTIli-I/2 r- i.O u; )-l'
I I ':::",1/ = PoD - Yi i i

The meridional fluxes are

(.) 'r)_.-1

N (fl .. +U .:
(_ ,) . _y_1 ""' . I,) • ,+I.} .
In 'tl/2 -. L., .)

.i=1 ~

\ '1 ) V' VI) - /'-1/2,.i +:... itl/2..i + 't3/2.j _ 4 li'tl - U i
4 . h !:ly

( '> ')Q)...........lJ

representing the advective and horizontal eddy fluxes.

The turbulent fluxes in the prognostic equations in equations (2.1:3), (2.14) and

(2.15) are discussed in the following sections. However, since the vertical mixing

parameterization invol ves information of momentum and mass at one meridional po-

sition, the staggered grid information has to be interpolated to common meridional

positions. We interpolate the meridional velocity V£tl/2,j to {~i,j at positions of U,p,

apply the mixing parameterization. and interpolate the adjusted meridional fields

back to the staggered grid.

However. t his forth and back interpolation srnoothes the meridional velocity field,

which has the positive effect of removing signals with wavelengths of twice the merid

ional step size (Fig. 4). But for low order interpolations (e.g. linear) larger scales are

also severely damped. To minimize this effect, we use glh order interpolation (using

ten points). Close to the boundaries. the order of interpolation is reduced, acting as

a boundary damper. The coefficients of the interpolation are given in the appendix.

Since the lateral advective terms tend to generate 2D.y noise in the course of the

integration. the fields of U and p are smoothed by occasionally applying this filter to

these fields as well.
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2.2.2 Time Differencing

The time differentials for the nonfrictional terms (represented by the operator .\1) are

approximated by leapfrog scheme (Mesinger and Arakawa 1976) with an occasional

Euler t irne step. to filter the computational mode. The lateral frictional terms (lateral

eddy mixing, Raleigh friction and Newtonian cooling, represented by a R) are solved

with an Euler scheme. The vertical transfer processes (denoted by a V) are discussed

in the next section. Denoting time levels by a superscript ti we approximate the

evolution of the prognostic variables Y

at Y = M(Y) + R(Y) + Y'(Y)

by the finite difference expression

(2.29)

for the leapfrog scheme, and

(2.30)

for the Euler scheme. which is also used to initialize the leapfrog procedure.

2.3 The Mixed Layer

Parameterization of mixing in the topmost part of the ocean by one-dimensional

mixed layers has been successfully employed in mid-latitudes (e.g. Martin 1985).

Also. we showed earlier that in the central tropical Pacific for seasonal time scales and

meridional scales of a few degrees, Monin-Obukhov scales are significantly correlated

with estimates of the mixed-layer depth (Schneider and Muller 1990) for regions of

sufficiently strong surface heating.
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Therefore we use a classical mixed-layer formulation as the parameterization of

vert ical mixing in the top part of the model. In the following we review mixed-layer

physics and emphasis our implementation of these in our numerical model.

Xlixed-Iayer theory determines the depth of the mixed layer over which the sur-

face fluxes of buoyancy and momentum are distributed. It assumes mixing is so

strong. that density and momentum are constant within the mixed layer. which im-

plies t hat the turbulent fluxes are a linear function of depth. The closure for the

turbulent flux divergence of density is

(2.31)

The flux divergence is the difference over the mixed-layer depth h of the surface flux

BI==o and the entrainment flux eLlp at the mixed-layer depth, where!:ip is the density

discontinui ty at the mixed-layer base at z = -h, and e is the entrainment rate. For

horizontal momentum the turbulent closure has the same form as equation (2.31).

The turbulent kinetic energy budget, vertically integrated over the mixed layer.

determines t he mixed-layer depth via a balance of generation. storage and dissipation

of turbulent kinetic energy. A source is wind stirring, dissipation is a sink, and the

interaction of the turbulent kinetic energy and the potential energy of the water

column

(2.:32)

can have either sign. In the simplest one-dimensional case considered by Kraus and

Turner (1967), the flux of turbulent kinetic energy due to wind s'~irring, assumed to

I . I h I' I I 3 I)e proportiona to I. e riction ve oci tv Cll )edmu*, ba ances the rate of change of

potential energy

(2.3:3)



(2.34)

III this model the surface flux of turbulent kinetic energy is exactly balanced by

the increase of potential energy due to the downward mixing of the surface buoyancy

flux, and to the deepening of the homogeneous layer into the stratified region below.

This latter process can only be active when the layer deepens, since water cannot be

"unmixed'. In case that the turbulent energy flux is not sufficient to homogenize the

surface layer to its previous depth, a new shallower layer forms over which the surface

fluxes are distributed.

The limit between the cases of shallowing and entrainment, also the asymptotic

limit in a truly one-dimensional case (no upwelling), is given by the Monin-Obukhov

depth (Obukhov 1971, Niiler and Kraus 1977)

2 mu~

1 I .gp;; B ::=0

For this vertical length scale the energy flux due to the wind is exactly balanced by

the increase of potential energy due to the divergence of the surface buoyancy flux.

This formulation lends itself to be implemented in a layer model, where the mixed

layer is treated as a model layer. Its depth can be represented by a prognostic equation

(2.35)

if the entrainment speed e from equation (2.33) is positive. Otherwise, a new mixed

layer forms whose depth is equal to the Monin-Obukhov depth (equation (2.34)).

However. the buoyancy structure left behind during this shallowing must conform

with the assumed layer properties which implies that the region is artificially mixed

to a prescri bed vertical structure (Schopf and Cane 1983, Schopf and Harrison 1983)

or that the interior density structure is distributed over layers of prescribed density

(Oberhuber 1990).

If the vertical coordinate is discretized by fixed vertical levels, implementation of

mixed-layer physics is difficult since the mixed-layer depth rarely coincides with a
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prescribed model level. Also, the response of the mixed-layer depth and the vertical

advection of buoyancy are not independent and describing them by two independent.

fields introduces potential numerical problems. The advantage of the level approach

lies ill the easy representation of the buoyancy structure left behind after shallowing.

Our method of implementation is based on the explicit comparison of the flux of

turbulent kinetic energy due to the wind and of the change of the potential energy and

has the ad vantages of not requiring different procedures for shallowing and entrain

ment, and of not requiring a prognostic equation for the mixed-layer depth. It was

used previously (Bleck et al. 1989). but was applied only to the entrainment case. It

is most easily understood by looking at the finite difference analog of equation (2.33)

(2.:36)

The difference of the potential energies is reflected by the change of the buoyancy

structure due to the homogenization of the buoyancy fluxes over the mixed-layer

depth. The changes of the buoyancy profiles are restricted to the upper, homogeneous

layer. For the entrainment case, the new homogeneous layer is deeper than the old

one. For the shallowing case, a new thinner homogeneous layer forms, while the base

of the previous mixed layer remains a step in the now interior buoyancy profile.

\Ve implement the mixed-layer dynamics in our level model by the following

procedure. The surface buoyancy flux is distributed over the top level, p(n+s)i,I

80.t ~=-lBj,o+p~':/ (8 = 2 for leapfrog step, 8 = 1 for Euler scheme), and the resulting

change of potential energy is compared with the energy supplied by the wind. If the

latter is larger, then the top two levels are homogenized, and the potential energy

change is again compared with mu:j"t. This procedure is continued, homogenizing

the surface region to deeper and deeper levels, until (2.36) is satisfied exactly. The

disadvantage of this procedure lies in the use of an iterative scheme, which can involve
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as many iterations as the mixed layer contains vertical levels. It has the advantage of

treating entrainment and shallowing in the same way, and of being easily implemented

in a level model.

For the implementation into a model with finite vertical resolution. two problems

remain: What happens if the mixed-layer depth does not coincide with a model level

because either it is smaller than the shallowest level deep, or it lies between model

levels.

In light wind conditions. the energy flux mu: is not sufficient to deepen the mixed

layer to the shallowest model level. Niiler and Kraus (1977) assume that the slightest

amount of wind stirring and surface cooling keeps the mixed lay-r at a depth of a few

meters. Also, for oceanic conditions penetrative radiation increases the buoyancy at

depth, while latent heat flux decreases the buoyancy at the sea surfa.ce. This buoyancy

flux profile is a source of turbulent kinetic energy and thereby assures a minimum

mixed-layer depth. We therefore assume that the mixed layer is never thinner than

the shallowest model level deep.

\Ve solve the problem of matching the mixed-layer depth to fixed model levels

by partially mixing the mixed layer and the next underlying level to satisfy (2.:36)

exactly. This procedure slightly underestimates the buoyancy flux at the base of the

mixed layer since the denser water is brought up from a slightly greater depth than

in the vertically continuous case. This implies that a smaller amount of dense water

has to be mixed over the mixed layer to satisfy (2.36) exactly. Adamec et al. (1981)

employed this procedure to accommodate the buoyant structure left behind in case

of mixed-layer shallowing.

This method of solving for the Kraus and Turner (196i) mixing parameterization

is employed into a one-dimensional model of the upper ocean with a step-like initial

condition of buoyancy (solving (2.35). (2.2), (2.31), (2.33) for Oet = 0). The spin up
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of the buoyancy to a constant wind stress and surface buoyancy flux compares very

well with our analytical solution to the vertically continuous, entraining case (Fig. 5).

li = -'2pog-1mu:t + (h2.:.\p)lt=o

BI::=ot + (h.:.\p)lt=o

J..p = [B/::=ot + (hJ..p)lt=0]2
-2pog-lmu~t + (h2.up)!t=o

Time is denoted by t and initial conditions have the subscript t = O.

(2.37)

(2.:38)

Running the one-dimensional model with a diurnally varying surface heat flux

shows the diurnal change of the mixed-layer depth (Fig. 6). It demonstrates the

ability of the model to simulate both entrainment and shallowing.

To the extent of the turbulent kinetic energy equation used, the momentum

budget does not influence the mixed-layer depth, even though an extension of the

turbulent kinetic energy budget to include the effect of shear production is straight

forward. Surface momentum fluxes are distributed in the same way as the buoyancy

fluxes

-1';) /-l( -1 I \ ')Po O::Tc, =) Po T,., ::=0 - e...:..u cr (2.39)

Thus the momentum is adjusted in the same way as density: the surface fluxes are

distributed over the top level, and are subsequently homogenized over deeper levels,

representing the entrainment flux. The momentum at the base of the mixed layer is

obtained by partially mixing its momentum with the overlying homogeneous mixed

layer, using the same mixing ratio as for the adjustment of density.

2.4 Interior Mixing

Now, we discuss the dependencies of the mixing parameterization on the Richardson

number. There have been two philosophies in the parameterization. Either the fluxes
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(2.41)

are determined via eddy coefficients K"" /\'p

(2AO)

or the result of the mixing process is postulated by requiring that the Richardson

number never falls below a preset value.

In a shear flow, turbulence and mixing can only be sustained if the flux Richardson

number. comparing the buoyant damping and shear generation of turbulent kinetic

energy, is smaller than one. These theoretical considerations, and supporting ern-

pirical evidence have been used to justify a parameterization of vertical mixing in

terms of the the finite difference analog to the flux Richardson number, the gradient

Richardson number
-1 ~1

Ri = -gpo o.p
(o=u)2 + (o=v)2

(Munk and Anderson 1948, Pacanowski and Philander 1981, Price et al. 1978, Pe-

ters et al. 1988). In the following. we refer to the gradient Richardson number as

. Richardson number',

However, the dependence on the Richardson numbers used in general circulation

models, in mixed-layer studies and observed in the equatorial Pacific, differ.

2.4.1 Eddy Coefficients

Munk and Anderson (1948) first introduced the Richardson number dependent eddy

coefficients and attempted to reproduce observations in the central north Pacific and

in a lake. Pacanowski and Philander (1981) introduced this parameterization into

a general circulation model, and determined the functional dependence of the coef-

Iicients I\m and K; via the best fit to observations of the model equatorial zonal
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velocity field
J\.mO ,

K; = (I + ,'1Ri)2 + I\mb

(2.·12)

cases considered by Pacanowski and Philander included powers of the Richardson

number of ones and two, and variations of the factor multiplying Ri.

Peters et a!. (1988) found a much steeper dependence of the eddy coefficients

for low Richardson numbers, based on microstructure observations obtained in the

surface equatorial Pacific, They compiled two regimes, low eddy coefficients for large

Richardson numbers, and rapidly increasing coefficients for Richardson numbers be-

low 0,4 (Fig. 8)

«; = max (.5.6 . 10- 8 Ri-8,2 , .5· 10-
4

+2 . 10-5 )
(1 + .5Ri) 1.5

(2.43)

(
• 10-" ). ,-9 '-96 .') . -6

tc, = max J.O' 10 RI "( R')25 + 101 + ,5 1 .

III m 28 - 1. An upper cutoff for the coefficients is chosen to be 1O-2m 2s - 1 , which

corresponds to the maximum eddy coefficients reported in Peters et al. (1988).

In the finite difference approximation, we estimate the vertical eddy fluxes after

the fields of U. v', P are stepped forward by the non-vertical mixing dynamics, and

V is interpolated to V. This intermediate step of the adjustment is denoted by a

superscript '*'. The Richardson number is obtained via

R'. . - ~" -1 Pi,j+l - pi,j ( )
1',J+l/2-9 -Po ([J?'. -U*.)2+(V.,. _Y.*.)2 2.44

I.J+l ',J I.J+1 ',J

The eddy coefficients are calculated from these Richardson number estimates via

(2.42) and (2,43) and yield the vertical eddy fluxes

([ . ,) ) t: (R' ) Ui~t' - Ui~t~1
\mU=U i,j+l/2 = \m Zi,j+I/2 ~Z

33
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Figure 7: Vertical eddy exchange coefficients for momentum Km and density I<p as a
function of Richardson number as given in Pacanowski and Philander (1981).
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and the vertical flux divergence

(LI6)

Meridional moment urn and density are treated analogously, where tho eddy coefficient

used for p is [\p.

Since the eddy coefficients can become quite large, the time differencing scheme

is a semi-implicit Euler backward scheme. This scheme is unconditionally stable for

the friction equation allowing larger time steps t:.t. However, if the adjustment time

scale implied by the coefficient becomes small, or comparable to the time step 6.t,

the truncation error of the finite difference approximation becomes large. Since the

vertical eddy coefficients are obtained from the shear and stratification at the inter-

mediate time step denoted by '*', the scheme is not fully implicit.

2.4.2 Richardson Number Adjustment

The most radical dependence of the vertical mixing parameterization on the Richard-

son Humber assumes that mixing only occurs if Ri falls below a threshold Rien usually

taken to be one quarter. Price et al. (1978) employed this mechanism to smooth pro-

files at the base of a mid-latitude mixed layer. Garwood et al. (1989) and Price

and Schudlich (1992) used this mechanism to reproduce the diurnal penetration of

turbulent activity into the stratified region above the equatorial undercurrent.

This parameterization assumes that a Richardson number below a critical value

IS necessary and sufficient for mixing to occur, which will increase t.he llichardson

number and cease when larger than critical Richardson numbers are achieved. It also

assumes that this adjustment happens in a much smaller time scale than a time step,

and that the outcome of the mixing process depends only on the profiles of momentum
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(2.4 i)

and density at the onset of the mixing. Since we treat the one-component system,

we implicitly assume a linear equation of state, which implies that heat and salt

conservation reduce to density conversation. The Richardson number stable profiles

are obtained by rearranging and mixing the fluid under conservation of density and

momentum. whose relative mixing rates are assumed to be known.

The turbulent fluxes implied by this parameterization can not be written down

in a closed form. Rather, they have to be diagnosed after the mixing of the profiles.

This is the difference in approach of the eddy coefficient parameterization and the

Richardson number adjustment: the first parameterizes the flux which determines

the rate of change of the profiles, while the latter specifies a property of the adjusted

profile and yields the fluxes as a byproduct of the adjustment.

The Richardson number is adjusted in our numerical model by an iterative pro-

cedure. The vertical profiles are checked for dynamical stability, and one of the

instabilities is adjusted. Since this adjustment might create new instabilities at the

adjacent levels, this procedure is repeated until all instabilities are removed. However,

both the convergence of the procedure and the uniqueness of the final state have to

be investigated.

We will proceed by investigating two simple cases: two-level adjustment, for

which a unique solution exist, and adjustment of three levels by successive two-level

adjustment. The convergence of the procedure in a finite number of iterations is only

ensured if the adjusted profile has a larger than critical Richardson number.

Consider a two-level system, with densities PI, PH and velocities Ill, llIl, where

the Richardson number

. g~z ~P .
Rz = --( A )2 < tu.;

po wll

is smaller than a critical value Ric,·. The difference between the levels is denoted

by L1.
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The equal mixing ratio for momentum and density

(2A8)

can be visualized by thinking of mixing as a rearrangement of infinitesimal particles

which conserve their momentum and density. The superscript '+' in equation (2.48)

represents the state of the system after mixing.

In the phase space spanned by shear ~u and stratification ~p (Fig. 9) the system

before mixing occupies the point A = (~u, ~p). Equation (2.48) implies that the

mixed shear and stratification have to lie on the line connecting the origin with point

A. The solution has to be in between the origin and point A, since an increase or

reversal of the differences would violate the second law of thermodynamics.

The possible solutions that adjust the system to Ri = Ri cT are the intersections

of the mixing ratio line with the parabola of critical Richardson number: the origin

and the point B = (~u+, ~p+). Since mixing continuously increases the Richardson

number, it stops as soon as the Richardson number equals the critical value. Thus

the solutiOl~ is given by point B.

The inclusion of a second component of momentum, tI, adds a third dimension

to the phase space. The solution of the adjustment is the intersection of the constant

Richardson number paraboloid and the mixing ratio line, assuming that the mixing

ratio for t' is equal to the ratio for u.

The new values for zonal velocity are

Itt = UI - fl!:1u

(2.49)
ut = U2 + flD.u

For meridional velocity and density, the resulting expressions have the same form.

The mixing parameter It is given by

1 Ri
fl = :)[1 - max( -R' ,0)].

~ lad
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Figure 9: Adjustment of shear ~u and stratification ~p to critical Richardson num
ber. The initial values of shear and stratification are denoted by the solid points, the
points after one adjustment are open points. The dashed line between points A, B is
the slope of constant mixing ratio, the solid line represents the parabola of constant
Richardson number.
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Here we anticipate that t he adjusted Richardson number Hi'lri is different from RiCT'

which is discussed below. The parameter JL varies between zero (Hi = Ricr ) and one

half (Hi = 0). In the latter case. the stratification before the mixing is neutral. so

that t he two levels have to be homogenized to achieve stable Richardson number.

The maximum function is introduced to allow for initial Richardson numbers smaller

than zero (gravitational instability), in which case the levels have to be homogenized.

Next , we consider three levels and discuss the convergence of the iterative pro

cedure of adjusting this situation by successive two level adjustment. Assume that

initially one Richardson number is smaller than critical, while the other is at the

critical value (Fig. 9). Adjusting the unstable point to critical Richardson number

changes the Richardson number at the other interface to a, smaller than critical value

since the velocity and density in the center level are changed. This interface is then

adj usted which again decreases the Richardson number of the first interface. A stable

profile is approached but not reached after a finite number of iterations. Convergence

of the procedure is ensured if the adjusted Richardson number Riad is larger than the

critical Richardson number, i.e. if the system is overadjusted.

For the adjustment of more than three levels, we employ a scheme similar to

the gravitational adjustment (Killworth 1989). Unstable interfaces at even numbered

vertical grid points are adjusted, followed by a check and adjustment at the odd num

bered interfaces. This procedure is repeated until all instabilities are removed. We

can not offer a proof of the uniqueness of this procedure. However, numerical experi

ments with different orders of adjusting unstable interface indicate that no significant

differences occur.
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2.5 Gravitational Adjustment

The surface forcing or the interior dynamics might generate gravitational instabilities

which cause enhanced mixing for all three parameterizations discussed above. How

ever, only the diagnostic adjustment of the Richardson number ensures the removal

of these instabilities, while the eddy coefficients might not be sufficient. Therefore,

the mixing parameterizations are augmented by an explicit removal of gravitational

instabilities.

Tradi tionally, the profiles of density are checked for instabilities at every other

level and any instabilities are removed by homogenizing the levels adjacent to the

instability. Then the remaining levels of this adjusted profile are checked for instabil

ities, which are removed similarly. Since any mixing of two level might generate new

instabilities at their top or bottom, this procedure is repeated a set number times.

However. this is in general not sufficient to remove all instabilities (Killworth 1989).

This traditional routine is analogous to the diagnostic adjustment of the Richardson

number.

An alternative scheme. which removes all instabilities, compares and miYF;;:; adja

cent homogeneous regions, which can consist of several levels (Marotzke 1991). This

means that two or more levels, forming a homogeneous region, are treated as a single

unit. This implies that the profile must be stable after a number of passes equal to

the number of vertical levels. While this scheme is computationally more involved

than the one mentioned above, we employ it to ensure the complete removal of grav

itational instabilities.
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Chapter 3

Sensitivity of the Yoshida Jet to
the Parameterization of Mixing

The numerical model described in the previous chapter is used to investigate the

sensitivity to the parameterization of mixing of the zonally independent, equatorial

dynamics. Conceptually, 'local' and 'nonlocal' sensitivities can be expected. Lo-

cal effects are of a one-dimensional nature and include the dependence of vertical

gradients on vertica.l exchange coefficients. For example. greater mixing activity, as

deSCI ibed Ly larger vertical exchange coefficients, causes smaller vertical gradients, or

Richardson number dependent vertical mixing coefficients will keep the flow at larger

n° 1 1 1rucuaruson numbers.

Nonlocal sensitivities can occur if mixing rates depend on horizontally inhomo-

geneous quantities. Since these dependences might differ between parameterizations,

horizontal gradients, like the pressure gradients, horizontal flow divergences and ad

vective fluxes, can change, and can thereby directly influence the further evolution of

the flow. Examples of horizontally inhomogeneous situations are spatially dependent

forcing fields or the meridional dependence of the rate of rotation on the equatorial

beta plane which is responsible for the equatorial upwelling for easterly winds (Fig.

1 on page 14).
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3.1 The Yoshida Jet

Before discussing the model response, it is insightful to look at the solution of the

system (2.1:3), (2.1..J:), and (2.1.5), linearized around a state of rest and a background

stratification. For the inviscid case, or for some specialized forms of the parameter-

ization of vertical mixing (McCreary 1981), the solution is separable and analytical

forms have been found. The vertical dependence is represented in terms of verti-

cal modes, and the meridional structure of each mode (Fig. 10) consists of a zonal.

geostrophically balanced, equatorial jet - the Yoshida jet (Yoshida 19.59) - and tran

sients (Moore and Philender 1977).

For westward winds Ekman transports are poleward in the layer in direct contact

with the wind, and are equatorward below, where they are driven by the body force

D-1 /0- T~. -D' This meridional circulation causes equatorial upwelling. Away from

the equator, the transports are convergent in the surface layer and cause therefore

small but non zero downwelling. Steady equatorial upwelling continually increases

the meridional density gradient, and consequently accelerates the geostrophic jet.

For the inviscid case, the zonal acceleration and increase of the density pertur-

bation are linear in time (therefore, we present in Fig. 10 the constant time rate of

changes Dill and atp) and consequently unbounded. For the viscid case, a steady

state is eventually reached, where the turbulent flux divergence equals the forcing

(O;;Tx = D-' Txlz=o) at the equator. The adjustment time is given by the frictional

(turbulent) exchange rates. Thus for vertical scale of 100 m and a vertical exchange

coefficient of 10-5m 2,.,- 1 the adjustment time is of the order of 104 days, i.e. 30 years!

In the ocean, the acceleration of the Yoshida jet is stopped by the arrival of zonal

pressure fronts due to equatorial waves (McCreary 1981). These are generated at the

edges of the wind patch or at the zonal ocean boundaries, and their arrival times
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Figure 10: Solution of a single vertical mode of the Yoshida jet (from: Moore and Phi
lander 19ii). The equatorial beta plane is linearized around a state of rest and back
ground buoyancy profile. The zonally independent, meridionally unbounded ocean is
forced by constant surface wind stress, which acts as a body force over a constant
mixed layer. All variables are nondimensionalized, yielding a canonical system for
each vertical mode. For details consult Moore and Philander (19i7).
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depend therefore on their zonal group speeds and the zonal extend of the wind patch

or of the ocean basin, and is of the order of tens of days after the onset of the wind.

The transients of the zonally unbounded solution are gravity waves which are

generated at their trapping latitude (i.e. the frequency equals the local inertial fre

quency), and oscillate between their northward and southward trapping latitudes

(Anderson and Gill 1979).

3.2 Model Results

3.2.1 Parameters

We force the model with canonical values for the surface fluxes, a westward wind stress

of 0.1 N m-2 and a surface heat flux of 100 W m-2
• The fluxes have a separable form

T = (T~, 0) F(y) T(t) at z = 0

0'
B = -Q F(y) T(t) at z = 0,

Cp

which are independent of latitude in the interior of the channel and decrease to zero

close at the poleward walls to avoid generation of boundary trapped waves (Fig. 11).

Their time dependences increase linearly from zero to their final values over the course

of twenty days to minimize the generation of transients (Fig. 12).

The Newtonian cooling and Rayleigh friction coefficients H(y) are zero in the

interior and increase to (S days}"! in the sponge layer adjacent to the poleward walls

(Fig. 11). The horizontal mixing coefficient is Ah = .5· 102 m28- 1•

Initially, the flow is at rest and the stratification is given by a simplified profile

from a typical stratification in the central Pacific (Fig. 13). This profile serves also

as the climatology ji(z) the density is relaxed to in the sponge layer.
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Figure 11: Meridional dependence of surface fluxes (solid line) and of the Newtonian
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Figure 1:2: Time dependence of surface fluxes.
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Figure 1:3: Initial stratification for the model runs. This profile also serves as the
climatology p(::) the density is relaxed to in the poleward sponge layer.
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The model is run with a very high vertical and meridional resolution: the ver

tical and meridional grid sizes are ~z = 5m and i:ly = 1.5· 104m. The depth of

the equatorial channel is D = 400m and its poleward walls are located at a distance

YB = 1.:2 . 106m from the equator. The time step is 1800s. We consider an equatori

ally symmetric channel and calculate only one hemisphere. The prognostic variables

therefore satisfy the symmetry conditions

Il(Y)=U(-Y)

v(y) = -v( -y)

pry) = p(-y).

The Richardson number dependent vertical eddy coefficients of Pacanowski and

Philander (1981) and Peters et al. (1988) and the diagnostic adjustment of the

Richardson number with a bulk mixed layer are compared. They are referred to

as PP81, PGT88 and KTRi, respectively. After ninety days important differences of

the prognostic variables are developed. The interpretation of this time scale in terms

of durations of wind events is difficult, since the model is spun up from a state of

rest, and not from a state with developed equatorial upwelling and currents.

3.2.2 Zonal Velocity

The zonal velocity at day ninety looks qualitatively similar for the three parameteriza

tions (Fig. 14, 15, 16). The equatorial jet is located within 400 km from the equator.

Its surface maximum is displaced 250 km off the equator. At depth, an eastward jet

developed with maximum speeds at :300 km, which is the dynamical equivalent to

the equatorial undercurrent in the ocean. As discussed in section 2.1.2 (page 16), the

body force -(PoD)-t Txl~D is equivalent to a depth independent pressure gradient,
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awl drives therefore an undercurrent. However, the zonal pressure gradient in the

ocean is surface trapped (Fig, 2. page Ii) and depends on the latitude (Bryden and

Brady 198.5). Both linear (McCreary 1981) and nonlinear (Pedlosky 1987) models for

the equatorial undercurrent show that the vertical structure of the undercurrent de

pends on the vertical structure of the pressure gradient. Therefore the undercurrent

seen in our model results does not have the observed vertical structure.

The mixing parameterization has very little qualitative effect on the zonal flow

field. Quantitatively, the How is fastest and penetrates least for PP81. PGT88 and

I\:TRi are very similar, with the latter being slightly slower. At the latitude of maxi

mum speed the depth of the surface jet is the same for the three parameterizations.

Poleward of a latitude of 600 km, the flows near the surface turn clockwise with depth

to form an Ekman spiral (Fig. 17). PP81 shows the strongest shears, while KTRi

has the least turning of the velocity vectors.

The acceleration of the zonal transports. which are represented in terms of zonal

sea surface slopes, are qualitatively similar for all three parameterizations (Fig. 18).

The vertically averaged meridional flux of zonal momentum tends to advect west

ward momentum from the equator to 400 km (Cane 19i9, Philander and Pacanowski

1980. :yrcCreary 198.5. McCreary and Yu 1992). These fluxes accelerate the equatorial

transports eastward at the equator, and westward at a latitude of 300 km. However,

there are quantitative differences between the mixing parameterizations. The lateral

redistribution of westward. vertically-averaged momentum is largest for PP81, which

also has the strongest vertical shears, and smallest for KTRi, which has the weakest

vertical shears. This implies that the barotropic flows zonal flows can develop the

strongest lateral gradients for the weakest vertical mixing, PP81.
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Zonal Velocity, m 5,1, PP81, Day 90
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Figure 14: Zonal velocity in Il1 S-1 at day ninety as a function of latitude and depth.
The vertical mixing parameterization used is the Richardson number dependent eddy
coefficient of Pacanowski and Philander (1981).
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Zonal Velocity, m S·1, PGT88, Day 90
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Figure 1·5: Same as previous figure, but Richardson number dependent eddy coeffi
cients of Peters et al. (19~8) are used.
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Zonal Velocity, m 5.
1, K&T, Ri, Day 90
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Figure 16: Same as previous figure. but diagnostic adjustment of the Richardson
number with a bulk mixed layer is used.
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PP81, Day 90
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Figure 17: Velocity at day ninety for the mixing parameterization of Pacanowski and
Philander (1981). The horizontal velocity is represented by arrows. whose vertical
components stand for the zonal flow, and whose horizontal component indicate the
meridional component (see scale in lower right corner). Note the consistent clockwise
turning of the horizontal flow, indicating an Ekman spiral.
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Figure 18: Acceleration of the zonal transport in terms of a zonal sea surface slope
OJ"I = g-l?Mi (solid line) for the mixing parameterization of Pacanowski and Philan
der (1981) (top panel), of Peters et al. (1988) (center panel) and for the diagnostic
adjustment of the Richardson number with a bulk mixed layer (lower panel) at day
ninety. The dashed lines correspond to the acceleration due to the wind stress alone.
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3.2.3 Density

The density field shows the familiar structure of equatorial upwelling. wit h bulging

upwards of isopycnals and consequently highest surface densities at the equator (Figs.

U). :20. :n). As the water moves poleward, the surface density decreases since the water

is continually being heated. Distinct feature of the density field are the equatorial

stratification. and t he deep. nearly vertically homogeneous layer at :300 to 400 km

latitude. From there on poleward. the depth of the quasi homogeneous layer decreases

rapidly. The density fields dome upwards at all depths at the equator, indicating that

the equatorial deep flows converge at all depths. This is due to the depth independent

body force (pOD)-lT~, and does not reflect surface trapped, equatorward geostrophic

flow driven by the surface trapped zonal pressure gradient in the ocean.

All three parameterizations yield very similar results with the equatorial surface

density highest for the diagnostic adjustment of the Richardson number, and small

est for PPSl. The only differences occur in the upper lOa m within 200 km for the

equator. For KTRi. the fluid is only weakly stratified. while PP81 shows a stronger

vert iced density gradient.

3.2.4 Meridional Stream Function

Since zonal Ilow in a zonally independent channel is non divergent. the meridional or

vertical velocity fields define the meridional stream function

(:3.1)

This choice of signs implies that the flow is clockwise around a maximum of the

stream function.

At day ninety, the stream function shows the expected features of poleward sur-
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Figure 19: Density a in kg m-3 at day ninety as a function of latitude and depth.
The vertical mixing parameterizations used are the Richardson number dependent
eddy coefficients of Pacanowski and Philander (1981) .
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Figure :20: Same as previous figure, but Richardson number dependent eddy coeffi
cients of Peters et al. (1988) are used.
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Figure 21: Same as previous figure, but diagnostic adjustment of the Richardsou
number with a bulk mixed layer is used.
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face Ekman drift north of about 600 krn, equatorial upwelling at larger depths and

equatorward flow below the surface boundary layer. All three parameterizations yield

these features (Figs. :2:2. :2:3, :24). However. equatorward of approximately 600 krn ,

the stream function in the upper U50 m shows a very different structure for the three

parameterizations.

For PPSl, upwelling is strongest (3· 1O-5 m S-I) and extends to the surface (Fig.

2:2). At :300 krn the stream function dips downwards, indicating downwelling at the

equatorward and upwelling at the poleward side, and a deceleration of the meridional

flow. PGT88 has weaker equatorial upwelling (1.6· 10- 05 rn S-l) and a weak meridional

flow ill the equatorial region (Fig. :23). Another region of upwelling is at about 400

km. KTRi on the other hand displays a meridional circulation cell with reversed spin

in the llpper equatorial ocean (Fig. 24). Upwelling is strong (2..5' 1O-5m S-I) at a

depth of 1:50 m. For smaller depths upwelling is displaced poleward and becomes very

diffuse, while at the equator a counter cell develops, with surface flows towards the

equator and equatorial downwelling! If the integration is continued beyond ninety

days. such a counter cell develops for PGT88 as well. while PPSI never develops a

meridional cell with reversed spin.

This feature has been previously unreported, both in other model results and in

observat ions. We should note, that the occurrence of this reversed meridional cir

culation cell depends only on the parameterization of mixing, and is an example of

a strong sensitivity of the equatorial dynamics to the parameterization of vertical

mixing.
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Meridional Stream Function, m2 5. 1, PP81, Day 90
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Figure 22: Stream function in m2 S-1 at day ninety as a function of latitude and depth.
The vertical mixing parameterization used is the Richardson number dependent eddy
coefficient of Pacanowski and Philander (1981).
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Figure 2:3: Same as previous figure, but Richardson number dependent eddy coeffi
cients of Peters et al. (1988) are used.
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Figure 24: Same as previous figure, but the diagnostic adjustment of the Richardson
number with a bulk mixed layer is used.
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3.3 Dynamics of the Counter Cell

The existence of the counter cell is contrary to the traditional picture of the stream

function in t he meridional plane. To shed light on its dynamics and to develop a

simple criterion for its existence, we investigate individual terms of the momentum

eq nations .

.\11 terms in the zonal momentum equation are equally important in the region

of the counter cell, with the exception of lateral mixing, which is an order of magni

tude smaller. The density equation shows a similar picture: the time rate of change

and advective changes are of the same order, and the lateral mixing is an order of

magnitude smaller.

The geostrophic balance of the zonal flow dominates the meridional momentum

equation: the Coriolis force and pressure gradient force are nearly of equal magnitudes

but of opposite signs (Fig. 2.5, 26). The residual of the geostrophic balance is an order

of magnitude smaller than either the Coriolis force or the pressure gradient force, and

accelerates the fluid in the direction of the meridional circulation. In the surface

layer the acceleration is always poleward for PPSI (Fig. 27), while for KTRi the

acceleration is towards the equator at low latitudes and poleward at higher latitudes

(rig. 28). Thus the meridional stream function is governed by the residual of the

geostrophic balance of the zonal flow.

This explains the sensitivity of the stream function the parameterization of ver

tical mixing. Consider a turbulent flow driven by an easterly surface wind stress and

negative meridional density gradient (resembling the low latitudes of the model re

sults). Both the wind stress and the meridional pressure gradient influence the zonal

shear. If mixing is weak. the zonal current has a vertical gradient larger than the

geostrophic shear, implying that the residual of the geostrophic balance is positive
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Figure 2.5: Meridional component of the Coriolis force in 10-5 m S-2 at day ninety.
For all parameterizations used. the picture is similar.
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Figure 26: Meridional component of the pressure gradient force in 10-5 m S-2 at day
ninety. For all pararneterizations used, the picture is similar.
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Figure:27: Residual of the geostrophic balance, _p-;;IOyp - ,Byu in 10-6 m S-2 at
day ninety. The parameterization used is the Richardson number dependent eddy
coefficient of Pacanowski and Philander (1981).
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Figure 28: Residual of the geostrophic balance, -p;;Ioyp - ,dyu in 10-6 ill S-2 at day
ninety. The parameterization used is the diagnostic adjustment of the Richardson
number with a bulk mixed layer is used.
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(Fig, 29, upper panel), This accelerates a meridional flow poleward in the surface

layer and equatorward below as seen in the results for PP81. However, if the mixing

is so strong that the shear of the zonal velocity is smaller than the geostrophic shear.

the residual of the geostrophic balance is negative, and the meridional shear reverses

(Fig. 2n. lower panel). This is the situation for the strong mixing of KTRi.

3.4 Extension of the Stommel Model

This qualitative physical explanation indicates that the meridional shear depends on

the interplay of rotation and mixing, or of the Ekman dynamics and geostrophy. Next,

we develop a simple quantitative model which highlights the relevant nondimensional

numbers, and is an extension of Stornrnel's (1960) model for the wind drift at the

equator. Wh'ile Stornmel considered the shear in an homogeneous layer, we include

the effect of a. spatially variable density and capture t he interaction of the Ekman

dynamics with a pressure gradient.

Consider an active layer of constant depth D, whose dynamics are linearized

around a state of rest, and a density jump !::.p to the fluid at rest below. Contrary to

the usual formulation of such a reduced gra.vity model, the density in the upper layer

may vary both horizontally and vertically, while the interface remains at a constant

depth, \'lixing is parameterized by a constant eddy coefficient A. The vanishing

horizontal pressure gradient in the lower layer yields the pressure gradient at the

rigid lid sea surface. There. a zonal wind stress acts on the fluid; the meridional wind

stress and the buoyancy flux vanish. The interfacial stresses at z = -D are assumed

to vanish. The assumption of constant interface depth D requires that the upwelling

at this depth is balanced by entrainment, which implies that the turbulent flux of

density is given by the advection of the background profile at this depth. However,
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Residual of Geostrophic Balance

fu
z

Figure 29: Conceptual model for the sensitivity of the residual of the geostrophic
balance to the strength of mixing. The upper panel represents weak mixing, where
the Coriolis force exceeds the pressure gradient force, the lower panel shows the
opposite situation. The resulting meridional acceleration is depicted by the arrows.
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this formulation restricts the applicability of the model to upwelling situations..\5

noted by Mcfreary (1981). downwelling in a linearized model results in an unrealistic

decrease of t he surface layer densi ty.

The governing equations are then

'1 ~1 -1" a.u = Po T

(3.2)

(3.:J)

(3.4)

(:3,.5)

at z = 0 (3.6)

Aozp' = 0

AOztl = 0

at z = -D (:3.7 )

Aozp' = -D-.pJ~D dz' OyV

The density is split into its vertical average and depth dependent components

p(y.z.t) = D-1 [0 d:.:'p(y,z',t)+P'(y,:;,t) ;= p(y,t)+p'(y,z,t). (3.8)LD

In the Stommel (1960) model, the meridional pressure gradient in (:3.3) is inde-

pendent of depth, since the density is assumed to be constant. Therefore, the velocity

shear does not depend on the pressure gradient and the shear completely decouples

from the transports for the free slip bottom boundary conditions. In the case of a

variable density. the meridional pressure gradient consists of a linear z-dependence
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due to p and a contribution due to p', This pressure gradient couples the velocity

shear and the transports. However, for the limit of

(:3.9 )

we can neglect D!Jp' in (3.:3) which eliminates the influence of the shear flow on the

transports.

To justify this approximation, we investigate the time evolution of both p and

p', For the Yoshida jet solution, the vertical velocity at z = -D is constant in time.

Therefore (3..1:) yields a linear time increase of p whose rate is given by the vertical

velocity. The meridional gradient D!Jp is therefore proportional to the meridional

gradient of the vertical velocity at the interface, and increases linearly in time as well.

On the other hand, the vertical perturbation p' approaches a steady solution

(Fig. :30) in -the frictional adjustment time D2 A-I. Consequently, its meridional

gradient D!Jp' also reaches a steady state.

Therefore, at time T, the relative magnitude of the perturbation and mean den-

sities and their gradients are

(3.10)

This ratio is small, if T is much larger than the frictional adjustment time. If T is

scaled by the rate of rotation, then E is the Ekman number, and the ratio is small if

the Ekman number is large.

In this limit the meridional pressure gradient is determined by the meridional

gradient of the vertically averaged density alone and the transports and vertically
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Figure :30: Solution to the diffusion equation with zero surface flux and constant
bottom flux. alP = AfJzf),:p - D- 1w6..p, fJzp = 0 at z = 0, Aozp = -w6..p at z = -D.
The variables have been nondimensionalized by the depth D, the interfacial flux w~p
and the turbulent exchange parameter A.
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averaged density are governed by

T
()t.U - dliV = --

. ." PoD

(:3.11 )

and the shear momentum (denoted by ') follows

at 1/ - Jy 1,1 = A0:: a:: u' - TD }
Po

at I.,' + !3yu' = AfJ:EJzv' + .JL(2::: + D)oyp
2po

(:3.12)

subject to boundary conditions

4 ~ I T
'UzU =-

Po

azU' = 0

:::=0 (3.13)

(3.14)z = -D.
8.u' = 0 }

at
azu' = 0

The important result of the expansion in a small inverse Ekman number £-1 is that

the transports and vertically averaged density form a closed system, and that the

velocity shear responds locally to the meridional gradient of the vertically averaged

density. There is 110 influence of the velocity shear on the vertically averaged system.

In this sense, the model is an extension of Stommels (1960, McCreary 1985) model of

the wind drift at the equator to include the effects of a meridional density gradient.

This decoupling depends critically on the boundary conditions. A bottom bound-

ary condition specifying the flow (such as non-slip boundary condition) or specifying

an entrainment momentum flux proportional to the flow at the interface couples the

shear and transport.
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This discussion is not limited to a zonally-independent equatorial channel. In

fact, the described model can be easily extended to include the zonal dependence,

thereby allowing the calculation of the secondary circulation due to equatorial waves

and the mean equatorial surface currents. The approximation of neglecting the merid-

ional gradients of the vertically dependent fields remains valid, as long as the time

scale of the waves is much longer than the frictional adjustment time.

Since the velocity responds passively to the vertically averaged density gradient,

we can prescribe the latter and obtain the steady state velocity shears. An example is

given in Fig. :31. For a mean density distribution lent from the Yoshida jet solution,

the meridional circulation reverses at the [ow latitudes.

Clearly, the solution depends both on the specification of the Ekman number and

of the density gradient. To develop a simple criterion for the reversal of the stream

function in response to these parameters, the shear system (3.12) is implemented on

two levels at depths -1/4 D and -3/4 D.

The steady velocity differences 6.11. 6.v between the levels are governed by

27 8A
- f.0.v = -- - -6./1

. PoD D'2
(3.1.5)

f " gD ~1 8A A!.J.u = -u p - -.:....lV
2po u D2

The rate of rotation f abbreviates ,By. The explicit y dependence is of no consequence,

since the system responds locally to the prescribed forcings,

The solution is

(3.16 )
2po 8.~ - ('-I f

--::--6.u = 6.v' = 0 .
gDoyp (~i)2 +P

The parameter e descri bes the strength of the pressure gradient force relative to the
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Figure 31: Steady solution of the shear to an imposed vertically-averaged density
field given in the upper panel. The meridional shear is represented by the meridional
stream function. Latitude is normalized by R, depth by D, density by 2Rg;2
and the stream function by T3D • The density field (upper panel) is taken from the

Pol

Yoshida solution at time 2(j3c)-1/2. The phase speed is determined by c2 = -21gD~.
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In the i rrot.ational limit (f = 0) the zonal velocity flows down wind and the pressure

gradient drives the meridional flow. The inviscid limit (A = 0) shows the combination

of a geostrophic zonal flow and meridional Ekman transport. However, the latter case

is not represented correctly, since its inverse Ekman number approaches infinity, and

the approximation (:3.9) is not valid.

For an easterly wind stress and a negative meridional density gradient, I: is pos-

itive, but the scales of ~ll and ~u on the left hand side of (3.16) are negative.

Therefore a positive nondirnensional ~tl' and ~U' correspond to negative dimensional

values ~tl and ~u.

For positive (, the geostrophic shear and the irrotational wind driven shear have

the same sigri while the the Ekman drift and irrotational, density driven meridional

shear have opposing signs. Therefore, as the relative magnitude of these components

change. the zonal shear does not change its sign, and the meridional shear has to

change its sign.

Lines of constant ~U' form circles centered at ~; = (2~u,)-r and f = (2~u'tl I:

with radius (1 + (2)(2~u'2)-r[l - (2~U/)-I] (Fig. :32). For constant f the shear

increases for low values of A and approaches zero as A becomes large, since the vertical

gradients are reduced by the mixing. The region corresponding to ~U' being larger

than the geostrophic shear, ~V' is positive, as expected from the conceptional model

discussed above. For constant mixing rate A, the shear exhibits a local maximum for

small f. At high latitude a small zonal shear is sufficient for geostrophy since the

Coriolis parameter is large. The shear increases clue to the increasing importance of

the frictional component and the decrease of the Coriolis parameter. Once Ekman

number falls below the order of one, the momentum equations decouple and the zonal
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shear is wind driven only.

For large f and small values of A, the meridional shear ~V' is positive (Fig. :3:3).

As discussed above, these values are associated with a zonal shear which is larger

than the geostl'Ophic shear. As A increases, the meridional shear changes its sign,

and goes through a local extremum. While the residual of the geostrophic balance

increases, the enhanced mixing also homogenizes the meridional shear, leading to the

local maximum.

This simple model shows that the shears are sensitive to the Ekman number and

the imposed forcing. It also gives a simple criterion for the existence of the counter

cell. The meridional shear is zero or reversed if

gOyp < L.
,8y - 2.4'

(3.17)

The meridional shear vanishes if the zonal shear equals both the geostrophic shear

and the directly wind driven shear.

Equation (:3.17) can be used to estimate a critical eddy coefficient for which the

meridional shear is zero, From the results at day ninety. the density gradient (Fig. 20)

is of the order of -0.25 . 10-.5 kg m-4 at a latitude of 100 km, corresponding to a

Coriolis frequency of:2· 10-6 S-l. The wind stress is -0.1 N m- 2 and 9 is 10 m S-2.

The corresponding critical eddy coefficient is of the order of -4. 10-3 m 2 S-l. This

value is of the same order as used in the numerical calculation and implies that the

reversal of the shear cell can be expected both in other numerical calculations and in

the ocean.

For a constant value of .4, the reversal of the meridional circulation depends on

the meridional struct ure of the density gradient. If the density gradient is a constant,

the cell is reversed in the vicinity of the equator. and the density gradient directly

drives a flow at low latitudes. If the density gradient is a linear function of y, the
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Figure :32: Zonal shear normalized by 2(Dpo)-lT for a two layer model as a function
of the mixing frequency D-2 A and the Coriolis parameter f. Both parameters are
normalized by an arbitrary, non zero rotation rate fa. The shaded area corresponds
to positive Liv' (see following figure). The relative forcing of the meridional pressure
gradient and wind stress corresponds to f. = 2.
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Figure 33: Meridional shear normalized by gDpr/ Gyp for a two layer model as a func
tion of the mixing frequency D- 2A and the Coriolis parameter f. Both parameters
are normalized by an arbitrary, non zero rotation rate fo. The relative forcing of the
meridional pressure gradient and wind stress corresponds to e = 2.
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meridional flow does not changes its sign. And for parabolic or higher order density

gradients, the reversal of the flow occurs at higher lat it udes.

3.5 Gravitational Adjustment

The densities and zonal velocities are very similar for all parameterizations tested.

Since the zona! velocity and density are approximately in geostrophic balance, the

similarities of zonal velocity fields and of the densities are consistent. Therefore, the

dynamics governing the density are now investigated.

The meridional overturning cell, consisting of poleward surface drift and equato

rial upwelling, destabilizes the density field by moving high density water poleward

at the surface, and moving waters of lower density equatorward at depth (Figs. 34,

:37).

For I\TRi, the advective flux divergence (Fig. 3.5) has an equatorial maximum

at 1.50 m depth which extends and shallows towards higher latitudes. The equatorial

convergence of the surface flows (see Fig. :~4) decreases the equatorial surface densi ty.

In the strongly stratified region centered at :JOO km at a depth of 180 m , the advective

fluxes decrease the density.

The advective fluxes tend to reduce the magnitude of the density stratification

within a few hundred kilometers from the equator (Fig. :35) and thereby reduce

the Richardson number. III the equatorial region between depths of 100 m and 150

m, the large vertical gradient of the vertical velocity squeeze fluid columns verti

cally, and thereby increases the stratification and the velocity shear at the same rate.

The Richardson number decreases (equation (2.41) on page :32), because it is linear

in the stratification, but divides by the square of the shear (Garwood 1989, per

sonal communications). The reduction of the Richardson number by these processes
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causes vigorous mixing. whose turbulent flux divergence has an equatorial maximum

(Fig, :36).

For PP81 the stream function and density (Fig. :l'i) in the equatorial region indi

cate upwr-lling or <!CIlSf' water at all depth and a fast movement of this water poleward.

The advertive flux divergence (Fig. :38) increases the density in the surface region

and decreases the density in a narrow strip at the base of the quasi homogeneous sur

face layer poleward of a latitude of 100 km. This destabilization of the stratification,

which can also be seen in a control run for PPSl or PGT88 without the gravitational

adjustment routine, is associated with a strong turbulent density flux divergence (Fig.

:39) which deepens the surface layer to the same depth as KTRi. Since the turbulent

fluxes associated with PP81 and PCTSS are not sufficiently strong to remove the

advectively generated instabilities, the gravitational adjustment becomes active and

changes the mixing parameterization in this region to the same as the diagnostic ad

justment of the Richardson number. Therefore, all three parameterizations develop

t he same off-eq uatorial density fields.
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Figure :34: Overlay of density field in kg m-3 (black) and meridional stream function
in m2

S-1 (white) at day ninety for the diagnostic adjustment of the Richardson
number with a bulk mixed layer. Advection increases density if the stream function
crosses isopycnals against the density gradient, and decreases density if the stream
function and isopycnals cross in the direction of the density gradient.
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Figure :35: Adveetive density flux divergence -Oy(vp) - fJz(wp) in 10-6 kg m-3 S-l

at day ninety for the diagnostic adjustment of the Richardson number with a bulk
mixed layer.
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Figure :36: Turbulent flux divergence in 10-6 kg m-3 S-1 at day ninety for the diag
nostic adjustment of the Richardson number with a bulk mixed layer.
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figure :37: Overlay of density field ill kg m-3 (black) and meridional stream func
tion in 111 2 S-l (white) at day ninety for Pacanowski and Philander's (1981) mixing
pararneterizat ion.
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Figure :38: Advective density flux divergence -Oy(vp) - ooCwp) in 10-6 kg m-3 S-l

at day ninety for Pacanowski and Philander's (1981) mixing parameterization.
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Figure :39: Turbulent flux divergence at day ninety in 10-6 kg m-3 S-1 for Pacanowski
and Philanders (1981) mixing parameterization.
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Chapter 4

Summary and Discussion

We investigated the sensitivity of the equatorial dynamics to the parameterization

of vertical mixing. Specifically. we looked at the dynamics of a zonally independent,

equatorial channel, using a new, high resolution numerical model. The mixing param

eterizations considered are vertical exchange coefficients depending on the Richardson

number as given by Pacanowski and Philander (1981) and by Peters et al. (1988),

which are augmented by a routine removing gravitational instabilities. Thirdly, the

combination of a Kraus and Turner (1967) mixed layer and a, diagnostic adjustment

of I,he Richardson number is considered.

\Ve haw' shown that the meridional and vertical velocity fields in the surface layer

are very sensitive to the parameterizations of vertical mixing to the extent that the

meridional and vertical velocities in the equatorial surface layer reverse. In response

to easterly winds. this implies equatorial downwelling in the surface boundary layer

is possible.

To explain and quantify this result, we developed a simple model, which explains

the wind drift at the equator in the presence of a meridional density gradient, and

which produces this reversal of the meridional and vertical flows for parameterizations

implying strong vertical mixing. This simple model highlights the physics of the

reversal: the meridional velocity is determined by the residual of the geostrophic
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balance of the zonal currents. For weak mixing, the combined action of the meridional

pressure gradient force and the directly wind driven current produce a zonal shear

which is larger than the geostrophic shear alone, while for strong mixing, the zonal

shear is smaller than the geostrophic shear. The residual forces of the geostrophic

balance have opposite signs for weak or strong mixing.

A simple nondimensioual number determines when this reversal occurs, as a func

tion of the Ekman number and the relative strengths of the meridional pressure gra

dient force and wind stress force. For oceanic parameters of an easterly wind stress

of -0. L .\i m -2, a meridional density gradient of -0.2.5· 10-5 kg m " at 100 km north

of the equator, we expect upwelling if the mixing is described by an eddy coefficient

which is smaller than -1· 10-:3 m'2 S-l, and expect downwelling if the eddy coefficient

is larger than this value. This critical value is of the order of observed eddy coeffi

cients (Peters et al. 1988), indicating that the parameter range of the ocean allows

the reversal of the meridional flow.

Because this reversal is confined within the mixed layer, it does not contradict

est imates of upwelling rates in t he equatorial oceans. Most of these are based on

budgets of volume.... heat or salt over a volume encompassing the mixed layer (Wyrtki

19tH), and are therefore not. influenced by reversal of the circulation within this layer.

Can I he reversal of meridional circulation be observed? Fig. 40 shows the rnerid

ioual velocity at I.59°W between :3°S and :3°N observed during the Line Island Profiling

Project (Firing et al. 1989). At JON the surface meridional velocity is towards the

south. below .50 111 the flow is northward. This flow is associated with a temperature

gradient of approximately L°K] L.:'>O!.'7n, easterly winds of 2 m S-l and weak meridional

winds, blowing northward at l.jON. The surface Ilow is against the weak meridional

wind and in t.he direction of the pressure gradient force implied by the temperature

gradient. While it is far from conclusive that the relevant physics of this situation are
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included in the extension of the Starn mel model, the signs are consistent. It would be

interesting to see if the correlation of the upper ocean shear observed in this data set

with the Stornmel model (Santiago-Mandujano and Firing 1990) can be improved by

the use of the extended Stommel model discussed above.

The zonal independence of the model allowed a formulation III the vertical

meridional plane alone, and isolated the sensitivity of the meridional velocity to the

vertical mixing parameterization. However, as discussed before, the assumption of

zero zonal wavenumber neglects important physical mechanisms. The terms neglected

are the zonal pressure gradient. zonal advective flux divergences and the zonal diver

gence of the flow.

In the zonally independent model, the growth of the Yoshida jet is limited only

by vertical mixing. Therefore. for a steady solution to be obtained, the surface forc

ing has to be distributed frictionally over the entire water column. Consequently, the

adjustment time is very large. In a zonally dependent ocean, at the edge of the wind

field or at a meridional boundary. a zonal pressure gradient is generated (McCreary

19~1). This signal propagates in the equatorial wave guide in the form of Kelvin,

Rossby or gravity waves and establishes a zonal pressure gradient under the wind

field. This pressure gradient arrests the further acceleration of the Yoshida jet and

determines the adjustment time of the flow in terms of the group speeds of the waves

involved, and the dimensions of the basin and of the wind patch. For oceanic con

ditions, this adjustment is much faster than the frictional adjustment and represents

a feedback from the velocity field to the pressure gradient which is missing in the

zonally independent formulation.

The east-west pressure gradient not only stops the acceleration of the zonal flow.

It also counteracts the wind stress in the frictional boundary layer, and drives an

equatorward, geostrophic How beneath the boundary layer (Wyrtki 1981). Its verti-
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Figure 40: Left panel: Meridional velocity at 159°W between 3°N and 3°S in the
upper 500 m.
Right panel: Sea surface temperature (SST in "C, topmost thin line), surface hori
zontal velocities (Ll-drift: thick line, V-drift: thin line, in ern S-l), and wind speeds
(U-wind: thick line, and V-wind: thin line, in m S-l) as a function of latitude.
The solid lines at ION mark the position of the meridional flow reversal close to the
surface referred to in the text (from: Firing et al, 1989).
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cal structure is given by t he vertical structure of the pressure gradient. Observations

of the latter indicate. t hat the pressure gradient and the geostrophic flow is surface

trapped within the upper :ZOO m (Fig. 2 on page 17, Magnum and Hayes 1984, Bryden 

and Brady 198.5). Therefore, on the equator waters from this depth range are up

welled, and a significant part of the wind stress in the upper layer is balanced by this

pressure gradient. In the zonally independent formulation, the equatorward merid

ional flow at depth is driven by the vertical average of the turbulent flux divergence,

which takes the form of a depth-independent body force and can be interpreted as a

depth-independent zonal pressure gradient. Therefore the equatorward, subsurface

flow extends to the bottom of the channel. Consequently, the reduction of the wind

stress in the turbulent boundary layer is smaller, and equatorial upwelling brings

waters from great depth to the surface.

The neglect of the zonal divergence of the flow requires that the meridional diver

gence of t he flow balances the divergence of the vertical velocity, and therefore implies

maximum possible upwelling rates. The meridional divergence can not be partially

balanced by a divergence of the zonal flow. i.e, the shallowing of the undercurrent.

These points imply, that the upwelling rates are overestimated for the zonally

independent channel, and that upwelling comes from too great a depth.

The gravitational instabilities result directly from the equatorial upwelling of

dense waters from large depth. A surface heat flux which is stronger than the heat

flux associated with the upwelling, can offset this tendency, and yield a gravitational

stable poleward surface transport. Thus the existence of the zonal pressure gradient

reduces the equatorial upwelling rates and places the source of upwelled waters at

a shallow depth. :\11 this implies that the zonal dependence of the ocean can be

responsi ble for the absence of gravitational overturning off the equator.

Finally, the zonally dependent ocean displays vigorous instabilities, eddies (Semter
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and Holland 1980, Wyrtki 1982, McCrearv and Yu 1991). whose horizontal transport

di vergences are important for the momentum budget of the undercurrent. and the

heat budget (Bryden and Brady 1989). In the zonally independent ocean, these in

st abil it iI'S do not occur. their sensitivity to the parameterization can therefore not be

investigated with the present model.

The zonal independence of the model neglects many important physical processes

but isolates the subtle sensitivity of the meridional circulation to the mixing param

eterization. This finding is based on very simple physics and can be described by the

extension of Stommel (1960) model. Because of the basic nature of the sensitivity,

I expect it to be a robust result, which is applicable to the fully three dimensional

physics of general circulation models and of the ocean.



Appendix

Interpolation Coefficients

Consider ten equally spaced points ,1'1 ....rlO with functional values fl" . flO. Ninth

order interpolation at the point x = 0.5 (:1.',5 +£6) yields

Seventh order interpolation yields

Fifth order interpolation yields

:3 2.5 75 75 2.5 :3
f(·1.') = ')56fs-'Y6f; + 1')o,J.t6 + 1·)(.Js-'Y6fl + ')56h.

~. ~.] ~O ~O ~.') ~

Third order interpolation yields

First order interpolation yields
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